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(Plate xix.) 
THE discovery of this remarkable animal, whioh makes suohan interesting 
addition to the several genera of giant rats desoribed from New Guinea, and repre
sented so far in the Solomons by the genus Oyromys on Guadalcanar, has resulted 
from the very keen colleoting activities of Hev. J. B. Poncelet, S.M., of the Catholic 
Mission at Buin, in the south of Bougainville Island. During a visit to the Museum 
early in 1934, Father Poncelet made enquiries regarding collecting possibilities on 
the island, with the result that his generous offer to make a representative collection 
for the institution was gladly accepted, and the necessary instructions and equipment 
supplied. 

The energetic and thorough methods of the collector may be gathered from 
the fact that several carefully tabulated collections of insects, fishes, reptiles, and 
mammals have already been received, of such numbers and variety that considel'J,ble 
time must elapse before the material can be thoroughly worked out. Particular 
attention has been devoted by Father PonceJet to the mammals, included in which 
are several rats not hitherto recorded from Bougainville, and species of large and small 
bats, to be dealt with in a following paper. 

In dealing with this outstanding novelty at the earliest opportunity, comparison 
with Oyromys, proba bIy the nearest ally in form as well as habitat, has been prejudiced 
by the lack of illustration or adequate description of the dentition of both species of 
that genus. When one notes how simply and clearly the aooompanying photos, 
by the Museum photographer, Mr. G. C. Clutton, illustrate diagnostio features such 
as the length and sparseness of the coat, tail and foot structure, and dentition, it 
is astonishing to realize that most of the Australasian mammals described abroad 
have been denied any form of illustration whatever. One can only hope that all 
future work upon the mammals, and fauna generally, may provide iUustrations 
where necessary to amplify the usual brief descriptions. 

Unicomys gen. novo 
Diagnosis.-Size large. Hair long and sparse, without olose uuderfur. Hind 

foot relatively large, the inner or thenar pad long, broad, and contiuuous with the 
1st interdigital pad. Tail long, slightly exceeding the head and body in the 
holotype, about 76 mm. from the vent covered with hair up to 80 mm. in length; 
remainder almost naked, the mm. long hairs limited to one t,o a scale; the irregular 
rings average four to five to the cm., set with non-overlapping rudimentary scales 
with low crinkled surfaces. Palate ridges: Two raised and thickened pre-molar 
ridges, undivided but slightly indented in the middle line; six less inflated and rather 
irregular inter-molar ridges, the 2nd to 6th clearly divided. Mammae 2-2 = 4. 
Habitat: Bougainville Island, Solomons Group. 




